SBA Minutes:

I. Student wants to make a 5 minute “impassioned plea”

II. Attendance
   A. All present except
      1. Brent (late)
      2. Matt M
      3. Frankie
      4. Josh S
      5. Lance
      6. Bernardo
      7. Muckler
      8. Amala (late)
   B. Quorum

III. President
   A. Light poles are in the parking lot, will be operational soon, a pole will go up to keep out tall trucks.
   B. Parking lot will be under surveillance
   C. Registration — don’t know when it will be online. This is the first year we are doing registration online
   D. Lap top problem — a plus, but a problem for student without laptops. No school computers will be used for exams. Students who need them wouldn’t be able to use them.
      1. Students can possibly borrow other people’s laptops, admin will decide
   E. Exams and disabilities
      1. Office of disabilities at UP is clearinghouse for registering your disability. Students must provide certain doc’s to Dean Elkin, th admin at the school up at UP should decide within a week.
      2. Students may not be able to give docs in time, and they would have to deny disability status.
   F. Adapted shuttle schedule for exams.
      1. Are they going to run shuttles later?
         a. Maybe

IV. Committees
   A. Career services met, had an initial discussion about goals will meet next semester
   B. Diversity committee
      1. Looking for a student to sit on Carlisle inclusive community committee
2. Looking for member of diversity committee at UP.

C. Constitution Committee
   1. Anyone interested in other campus — need to take into account dual campus system.

V. Impassioned Plea
   A. Terry — Does anyone have something planned for Martin Luther King Day at UP for the law school specifically.
   B. Crystal — at UP they have a service planned at UP
      1. BLSA has events planned at end of Feb. students from Carlisle will go up to UP
   C. Terry wants to get students together for a luncheon the Friday before the holiday. He reserved the space during a two hour timeblock when nobody has classes.
      1. He sent an email to Wayne Boomer
   D. Ryan — he should probably talk to Wayne to make sure the event won’t be duplicative.
   E. Terry — time is ticking, needs to get the accommodations and funding set up.

VI. New Business

VII. Dinner with 7 strangers
   A. 60 forms were turned in.
   B. Ryan will look at forms and decide the groups. He’s thinking of 10 groups of 6.
   C. Paying for the meals — need to designate a dollar amount. Jo Lipson, students either could get reimbursed quickly, or there is a direct bill situation set up with California Café.
   D. More money could give each group money. Would like to have $100+ per group.
   E. $3200 in discretionary fund, and money in social fund. Can come from either fund.
   F. Eddie — how many UP signed up and what year.
      1. Ryan — 1Ls and 3Ls. Definitely people at UP. Maybe not 2Ls.
   G. Matt — is the dean matching?
      1. R — we can ask if they will do it. they were excited about the event. Don’t know how much they have to give.
   H. Motion to allocate 300 from SBA social fund, 2nd
      1. Matt proposes friendly amendment that we can ask for $ from the dean and put it back in the SBA fund.
      2. Ryan — ask dean for $150.
      3. Brittany — if dean gives money it should just go to the event.
      4. Connie — agree with Brittany but if there is money left over
      5. Passes with one abstention

VIII. How can we make sure the admin is responsive to student concerns?
   A. Connie — would like to have surveys or
   B. Amala — support Connie’s idea
   C. Ryan — how to do?
D. Brent — survey monkey online. We can use it for students to click on the link. We set up questions, they can do multiple choice or fill in the blank, which would give a list of opinions.
E. Aaron — students apathetic, won’t fill out the form.
F. Ryan — would students actually participate.
G. Brent — Survey monkey.com, basic. We could pay $19.95 per month.
H. Aaron — if it requires work, student’s won’t do it.
I. Brent — they just click on a link.
J. Maureen — Susan Bogart sent out an email with a survey and
K. Crystal — is the proposed idea to replace the meeting with a survey.
L. Ryan — no, not exactly. Survey monkey sounds ok. Someone would have to do the work.
M. Matt — test case, put connie in charge
N. Ryan — connie will be fighting Matt in the parkinglot.
O. Amala- how is suggestion box
P. Ryan — it has been used quite well.
Q. Connie — could be a useful tools to prove student need and be a leverage tool with the administration.
R. Heather — the surveys are really easy to put together.
S. Can we get someone to put this together?
T. Amala, Heather proposed to help with the surveys.
U. Matt — if an ongoing thing, it could be for a certain committee.
V. Possibly Joe, Heather, Amala and Connie can work on this.

IX. Open house in Carlisle Saturday morning, needs volunteers. Looking for student to go to student panel.
A. Katie and Mo volunteer.

X. Cable TV in lounge
A. There is one at UP
B. At Carlisle they wanted to have cable tv but don’t know where to put it because there is not a lot of room.
C. Katie — can we hook it up to a class room for an event.
D. Chariece — put in café because that’s where it was before
E. Is there room in the basement by the stacks?
F. Could possibly mount it to the wall.
G. Café is a social area, should not be in a study area
H. Katie — café clears out and them people study there.

XI. SBA recognition certificates
A. Bobbi-Sue for Social chair activities.
B. Matt — Hannah also played a large role
C. Ryan Hannah did a lot but Bobbi-Sue is a rockstar.
D. Tom Dennis got one.
E. Motion, 2nd.
   1. Passes unanimously.

XII. Committee — expenses paid for to go to meetings. We need two people appointed to the commission.
A. Crystal — she can contact student be involved with PBA last year, they should maybe have priority, then reach out to general body.
B. Ryan — this is good, but open opportunity to 1Ls too. Deadline is end of Dec. Woman from PBA will make a presentation.

XIII. Remote Printing — is this possible for laptops?
A. Brent — it is possible, but problem with UP is that it would be widespread, more likely at Carlisle campus. They are at the mercy of the bureaucracy. The whole univ would have to do it before they do it.
   1. Working on getting it for the Carlisle students
B. Seth McGeorge said they were working on it.

XIV. Carlisle concern — female students talking about walking from walk from remote lot- it is totally pitch black at night, concern for women who walk in heels.
(Maureen)
A. Women have discussed how they are whistled at by workers. A terrible way to start day. Administration should be aware, it is offensive and frightening.

XV. VP report
A. Working on proposal for transportation for up there. Need to get parking permits for students if they can show need.
   1. Ryan — UP campus is going to grow

XVI. Graduation
A. Will be in Carlisle this year.

XVII. Motion to Adjourn
A. 2nd
B. Passes